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The Summer Set - Close To Me
www.myspace.com/thesummerset

This is my first tab, so I m sorry if its messed up or whatever.
If it helps you to see it covered, here s a video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5x_c93x59Q

CAPO on 5
Standard

   G  Cadd9 Em7  D/F#
e|-3----3----3----3-|
B|-3----3----3----3-|
G|-0----0----0----2-|
D|-0----2----2----0-|
A|-2----3----2----0-|
E|-3----0----0----2-|

            G    
We re gonna shake, shake
  Cadd9 
til the break of dawn
        Em7                    D/F#
til our lungs give out and our voices gone
            G
we re gonna shake, shake
Cadd9
til the morning comes
          Em7                D/F#
so we can make the most, the most of what we got

G, Cadd9, Em7, D/F# x2



G                   Cadd9
strike up the band, we ll play a little louder
Em7             D/F#
take the stage, they re already here
G                        Cadd9               
light this town from the bottom up, 
           Em7          D/F#
until they wake up, wake up

G                               Cadd9
 cause i ve been rolling in your bed all night
Em7         D/F#
and i know, you re more than they see
G                    Cadd9
and i can tell it ll be alright
Em7           D/F#
and you know, you still look good to me

G*
         tell me what do you want?
Cadd9*
         tell me what do you want?

    G
get close to me
  Cadd9         Em7 
i wanna get you on your feet
    D/F#
and moving with me
G         Cadd9
i ve been waiting on you
    Em7
and i ll stand still
D/F#                    G
until you come around
Cadd9        Em7      D/F#
oh, you come around

G                           Cadd9
so slow down baby lets just take your time
Em7               D/F#
to let your heart change your mind
G
give yourself a reason
   Cadd9
to give yourself a reason
   Em7              D/F#
to get up and drop, everything thats bringing you down



G                               Cadd9
 cause i ve been rolling in your bed all night
Em7         D/F#
and i know, you re more than they see
G                    Cadd9
and i can tell it ll be alright
Em7           D/F#
and you know, you still look good to me

G*
         tell me what do you want?
Cadd9*
         tell me what do you want?

    G
get close to me
  Cadd9         Em7 
i wanna get you on your feet
    D/F#
and moving with me
G         Cadd9
i ve been waiting on you
    Em7
and i ll stand still
D/F#                    G
until you come around
Cadd9        Em7      D/F#
oh, you come around

G, Cadd9, Em7, D/F# x2

           G    
We re gonna shake, shake
  Cadd9 
til the break of dawn
        Em7                    D/F#
til our lungs give out and our voices gone
            G
we re gonna shake, shake
Cadd9
til the morning comes
          Em7                D/F#
so we can make the most, the most of what we got

    G
get close to me



  Cadd9         Em7 
i wanna get you on your feet
    D/F#
and moving with me
G         Cadd9
i ve been waiting on you
    Em7
and i ll stand still
D/F#                    G
until you come around
Cadd9        Em7      D/F#
oh, you come around

end on G

Note: for G* and Cadd9* its played like this

  
e|-33---33---3~----|
B|-33---33---3~----|
G|-00---00---0~----|
D|-00---00---0~----|
A|-22---22---2~----|
E|-33---33---3~----|

then do the same thing with the Cadd9* and you sing while you the strings are
ringing.


